Standard Textures

DISTINCTIVE CHOICES, WIDE APPEAL
Guardian standard textures offers distinctive glass choices that add visual interest to any design. Our unique patterns create a subtle shifting of light for the perfect combination of enhanced beauty and variability in light control. Differing levels of opacity can create confidential spaces for offices, hospitals, residences and other settings.

**ADD VALUE TO APPLICATIONS**
- Doors
- Walls
- Partitions
- Bath/shower enclosures
- Retail displays and fixtures
- Furniture and casegoods
- Surfaces and tables

**PRODUCTION**
Patterns are imprinted by pressing semi-molten glass between two metal rollers

**FABRICATION**
All standard textures can be cut, fabricated, tempered, laminated and back-painted

**GUARDIAN STANDARD TEXTURES**

Add depth, drama and degrees of privacy

With our options at your fingertips, you can find a standard glass texture for virtually every application and aesthetic, from traditional to modern. Perfect as a primary element or when used to highlight other design features, standard textures are available in a wide range of options and at an exceptional value.

Guardian standard textures can be combined with other interior products to add beauty and performance for shower protection, sound control, privacy, light control, or safety and security.
THE GUARDIAN STANDARD TEXTURES OFFERING

**OPTIONS**

Available in thicknesses ranging up to 10mm (thicknesses vary by texture). Minimums may apply to special orders.

Standard textures are available annealed or tempered and can be laminated with a clear interlayer, or in a variety of color options.

View larger sample images at GuardianGlass.com.
Standard textures are a featured product line from Guardian Glass’ forward-thinking interior glass solutions. To learn more about the breadth of Guardian Glass products and services, visit GuardianGlass.com, a comprehensive glass resource for interior architects and designers.

Deco HT™ back-painted glass
Berman Glass editions designer glass textures
Laminated options in color, safety and sound control
Reveal® switchable privacy glass
ShowerGuard® shower and bath protection
SatinDeco® acid-etched glass
Guardian UltraClear® low-iron glass
UltraMirror® corrosion-resistant mirror
Float glass basic glass substrates

Learn more
855.58.GLASS (855.584.5277)